Double R Farms Dispersal & High Country Production Sale
December 14, 2017
Innisfail, AB
Auctioneer: Chris Poley
Sale Management: T Bar C Cattle Co. Ltd.

Sale Results

2 Herd Bulls Averaged $25,000.00
1 Bull Calf Averaged $6,250.00
4 Cow / Bull Calf Pairs Averaged $29,375.00
15 Cow / Heifer Calf Pairs Averaged $12,996.67
14 Cows Averaged $6,321.43
18 Bred Heifers Averaged $6,819.44

54 Lots Grossed $579,950.00 and Averaged $10,739.81

High Selling Herd Bulls
Lot 2 - RJY Casino 11C sired by LRX Blaze 55Z was purchased by Ron & Shelley Reich, Tomahawk, AB for $31,000.00
Lot 1 - KOP Spartan 113A sired by MRL High Voltage 155X, Full Possession and North American Semen Rights was purchased by Ray Cormier, McDonald, MB for $19,000.00

High Selling Cow / Bull Calf Pairs
Lots 30, 31 & 32 - RJY Signature Red 3X sired by MRL Talladega 15S was purchased by Labatte Simmentals, Gladmar, SK and her calves RJY Chip 18E sired by RJY Casino 11C was purchased by Labatte Simmentals, Gladmar, SK and R Plus Simmentals, Estevan, SK and RJY Journey 60E sired by KOP Spartan 113A was purchased by Wamough Ranch Ltd., Fort Macleod, AB for $54,500.00
Lots 24 & 24A - RJY Cool Signature 31Y sired by RJY Cool Venture 14U was purchased by Leewood Ranch, Mannville, AB and her calf RJY Admiral 12E sired by KOP Spartan 113A was purchased by Raymond Chittick, Mayerthorpe, AB for $25,500.00
Lots 18 & 18A - RJY Signature 5W sired by HC Power Drive 88H was purchased by Academy Hill Livestock, Grafton, ON and her calf RJY Epic 27E sired by LFE The Riddler 323B was purchased by Peacock Prairie Simmentals, Wainwright, AB for $17,500.00

High Selling Cow / Heifer Calf Pairs
Lots 11, 11A & 11B - SLY Spartan Queen 44C sired by KOP Spartan 113A was purchased by Regan Schlacter, Humboldt, SK and her calves RJY Queen Jewel 1E sired by Wheatland Current Affair was purchased by Dream Maker Cattle Co., Westlock, AB and SLY Dancing Queen 2E sired by Wheatland Current Affair was purchased by Tyler Bushfield, Calgary, AB for $22,750.00
Lots 4 & 4A - SLY Sweet Escape 41C sired by KOP Spartan 113A was purchased by Double D Cattle, Lacombe, AB and her calf SLY Sweet Caroline 15E sired by MAF Brinks 49B was purchased by Coulee Crossing, Moose Jaw, SK for $20,000.00
Lots 14 & 14A - SLY Touch Of Elegance 1A sired by Wheatland Predator 922W was purchased by Double D Cattle, Lacombe, AB and her calf SLY True Elegance 22E sired by LFE The Riddler 323B was purchased by Dirk Commandeur, Mayerthorpe, AB for $16,000.00

High Selling Cows
Lot 13 - SLY Blazing Elegance 51C sired by LRX Blaze 55Z was purchased by Double D Cattle, Lacombe, AB for $18,000.00
Lot 57 - Bar L7 Woopie 10A sired by W993 HR Western Red was purchased by Circle G Simmentals, Lacombe, AB for $7,500.00
Lot 7 - SLY Hearts On Fire 57B sired by 3D Mr Red Sure Fire 449X was purchased by Nickel Farms, Bittern Lake, AB for $7,250.00

High Selling Bred Heifers
Lot 5 - SLY Sweet Revenge 45D sired by KOP Spartan 113A was purchased by High Country Cattle, Breton, AB for $13,000.00
Lot 55 - RJY Ramona 62D sired by KOP Spartan 113A was purchased by KLF Livestock, Hartney, MB for $10,000.00
Lot 19 - RJY Signature Diva 11D sired by LFE the Riddler 323B was purchased by High Octane Simmentals, Campbellford, ON for $9,500.00